
2016 - 2017 ROVING TREESTAND PERMIT 
PRINT NAME: 

ADDRESS: 

CITY, STATE and ZIP CODE: 
 
 

PERMIT # 

VALID PHONE NUMBER WITH AREA CODE: 

 
1) This permit allows you to place 1 (one) Roving Tree stand on US Army Corps of 

Engineers managed lands at Lake Shelbyville, IL, for a period not to exceed a 
break in use greater than 72 hours.   

2) It does not give you private exclusive use of ANY portion of Lake Shelbyville. 
3) Harassment or attempts to discourage other hunters from using public lands at Lake 

Shelbyville will not be tolerated - $105.00 Citation Forfeiture.   
4) The numbered sticker assigned to each hunter must be attached to the tree stand in 

such a way that it will be readily visible from the ground.  
5) Absolutely no hardware such as screw-in steps, nails, bolts, railroad spikes, 

bow/gun hangers, or anything else that pierces the bark of the tree may be used.  
Citation forfeiture $230.00 for destruction to Government Property. 

6) No excessive pruning of shooting lanes. 
7) Stands may not be placed with the aid of an Off Road Vehicle. 
8) Any stand found on Lake Shelbyville Property outside of the above mentioned time 

frame will be subject to immediate impoundment and a citation issued for 
abandonment of personal property - $80.00 Citation Forfeiture.  Additionally, a 
$50.00 impoundment fee will be assessed in order to have the stand returned.  Any 
stand not picked up within 120 days of impoundment will be sold at public auction. 

9) All hunters utilizing a tree stand on Lake Shelbyville Corps of Engineers managed 
lands must wear a Fall-Arrest System/full body harness approved by the Treestand 
Manufacturer’s Association while hunting. 

10) The permit is subject to being revoked for the current season and possibly the 
      following season depending upon circumstances, for failure to comply with the 
      above terms and/or associated violations of Title 36 – the Rules and Regulations 
      governing public use of Corps of Engineers water resources development projects. 
11) This permit is only good for one season and MUST be renewed each year. 
 
Please check the number of Roving stickers you would like: 1._______ 2.________ 
Up to 2 stickers may be issued to accommodate different types of portable stands (a 
climbing stand and a loc-on for example). 
 
I have read and understand the above Policy regarding Roving Tree stand use on Lake 
Shelbyville Corps of Engineers managed lands. 
 
SIGNATURE 

 
DATE 

 
** We have been experiencing abuse of Roving Permit stickers on ladder stands.  If you 
plan on utilizing a ladder stand you are strongly encouraged to purchase a Seasonal 
Permit.  Ladder stands with Roving Permit stickers will be scrutinized for compliance. 
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